Chapter 2 Review Questions
1.  What does a declaration provide for a variable?
a.  a name
b.  a data type	
c.  both of the above
d.  none of the above

2.  A variable’s data type describes all of the following except	 .
a.  what values the variable can hold
b.  how the variable is stored in memory
c.  what operations can be performed with the variable
d.  the scope of the variable

3.  The value stored in an uninitialized variable is	 .
a.  garbage
b.  null	
c.  compost
d.  its identifier

4.  The value 3 is a	 .
a.  numeric variable
b.  numeric constant	
c.  string variable
d.  string constant

5.  The assignment operator	 .
a.  is a binary operator
b.  has left-to-right associativity	
c.  is most often represented by a colon
d.  two of the above

6.  Which of the following is true about arithmetic precedence?
a.  Multiplication has a higher precedence than division.
b.  Operators with the lowest precedence always have left-to-right
associativity.
c.  Division has higher precedence than subtraction.
d.  all of the above

7.  Which of the following is a term used as a synonym for module in some
programming languages?
a.  method
b.  procedure	
c.  both of these
d.  none of these

8.  Which of the following is a reason to use modularization?
a.  Modularization avoids abstraction.
b.  Modularization reduces overhead.
c.  Modularization allows you to more easily reuse your work.
d.  Modularization eliminates the need for syntax.

9.  What is the name for the process of paying attention to important properties while
ignoring nonessential details?
a.  abstraction
b.  extraction	
c.  extinction
d.  modularization

10.  Every module has all of the following except	 .
a.  a header
b.  local variables	
c.  a body
d.  a return statement

11.  Programmers say that one module can	 another, meaning that the first
module causes the second module to execute.
a.  declare
b.  define	
c.  enact
d.  call

12.  The more that a module’s statements contribute to the same job, the greater
the	 of the module.
a.  structure
b.  modularity	
c.  functional cohesion
d.  size

13.  In most modern programming languages, a variable or constant that is declared in
a module is	 in that module.
a.  global
b.  invisible	
c.  in scope
d.  undefined

14.  Which of the following is not a typical housekeeping task?
a.  displaying instructions
b.  printing summaries	
c.  opening files
d.  displaying report headings

15.  Which module in a typical program will execute the most times?
a.  the housekeeping module
b.  the detail loop	
c.  the end-of-job module
d.  It is different in every program.
16.  A hierarchy chart tells you	 .
a.  what tasks are to be performed within each program module
b.  when a module executes
c.  which routines call which other routines
d.  all of the above

17.  What are nonexecuting statements that programmers place within code to explain
program statements in English?
a.  comments
b.  pseudocode	
c.  trivia
d.  user docume tation

18.  Program comments are	 .
a.  required to create a runnable program
b.  a form of external documentation
c.  both of the above
d.  none of the above

19.  Which of the following is valid advice for naming variables?
a.  To save typing, make most variable names one or two letters.
b.  To avoid conflict with names that others are using, use unusual or
unpronounceable names.
c.  To make names easier to read, separate long names by using underscores
or capitalization for each new word.
d.  To maintain your independence, shun the conventions of your
organization.

20.  A message that asks a user for input is a	 .
a.  comment
b.  prompt	
c.  echo
d.  declaration


Exercises
1.  Explain why each of the following names does or does not seem like a good variable
name to you.
a.  d
b.  dsctamt
c.  discountAmount
d.  discount  Amount
e.  discount
f.  discountAmountForEachNewCustomer
g.  discountYear2013
h.  2013Discountyear

2.  If productCost and productPrice are numeric variables, and productName is a
string variable, which of the following statements are valid assignments? If a
statement is not valid, explain why not.
a.  productCost  =  100
b.  productPrice  =  productCost
c.  productPrice  =  productName
d.  productPrice  =  "24.95"
e.  15.67  =  productCost
f.  productCost  =  $1,345.52
g.  productCost  =  productPrice  -  10
h.  productName  =  "mouse  pad"
i.  productCost  +  20  =  productPrice
j.  productName  =  3-inch  nails
k.  productName  =  43
l.  productName  =  "44"
m.  "99"  =  productName
n.  productName  =  brush
o.  battery  =  productName
p.  productPrice  =  productPrice
q.  productName  =  productCost

3.  Assume that income  =  8 and expense  =  6. What is the value of each of the
following expressions?
a.  income  +  expense  *  2
b.  income  +  4  –  expense  /  2
c.  (income  +  expense)  *  2
d.  income  –  3  *  2  +  expense
e.  4  *  ((income  –  expense)  +  2)  +  10

4.  Draw a typical hierarchy chart for a program that produces a monthly bill for a cell
phone customer. Try to think of at least 10 separate modules that might be
included. For example, one module might calculate the charge for daytime phone
minutes used.

5.  a. Draw the hierarchy chart and then plan the logic for a program needed by the
sales manager of The Henry Used Car Dealership. The program will determine
the profit on any car sold. Input includes the sale price and actual purchase
price for a car. The output is the profit, which is the sale price minus the
purchase price. Use three modules. The main program declares global variables
and calls housekeeping, detail, and end-of-job modules. The housekeeping
module prompts for and accepts a sale price. The detail module prompts for and
accepts the purchase price, computes the profit, and displays the result. The
end-of-job module displays the message Thanks for using this program.

	b. Revise the profit-determining program so that it runs continuously for any
number of cars. The detail loop executes continuously while the sale price is not
0; in addition to calculating the profit, it prompts the user for and gets the next
sale price. The end-of-job module executes after 0 is entered for the sale price.

6.  a. Draw the hierarchy chart and then plan the logic for a program that calculates a
person’s body mass index (BMI). BMI is a statistical measure that compares a
person’s weight and height. The program uses three modules. The first prompts
a user for and accepts the user’s height in inches. The second module accepts
the user’s weight in pounds and converts the user’s height to meters and weight
to kilograms. Then, it calculates BMI as weight in kilograms times height in
meters squared, and displays the results. There are 2.54 centimeters in an inch,
100 centimeters in a meter, 453.59 grams in a pound, and 1,000 grams in a
kilogram. Use named constants whenever you think they are appropriate. The
last module displays the message End of job.

	b. Revise the BMI-determining program to execute continuously until the user
enters 0 for the height in inches.

7.  Draw the hierarchy chart and design the logic for a program that calculates service
charges for Hazel’s Housecleaning service. The program contains housekeeping,
detail loop, and end-of-job modules. The main program declares any needed global
variables and constants and calls the other modules. The housekeeping module displays a prompt for and accepts a customer’s last name. While the user does not
enter ZZZZ for the name, the detail loop accepts the number of bathrooms and the
number of other rooms to be cleaned. The service charge is computed as $40 plus
$15 for each bathroom and $10 for each of the other rooms. The detail loop also
displays the service charge and then prompts the user for the next customer’s
name. The end-of-job module, which executes after the user enters the sentinel
value for the name, displays a message that indicates the program is complete.

8.  Draw the hierarchy chart and design the logic for a program that calculates the
projected cost of an automobile trip. Assume that the user’s car travels 20 miles per
gallon of gas. Design a program that prompts the user for a number of miles driven
and a current cost per gallon. The program computes and displays the cost of the
trip as well as the cost if gas prices rise by 10 percent. The program accepts data
continuously until 0 is entered for the number of miles. Use appropriate modules,
including one that displays End of program when the program is finished.

9.  a. Draw the hierarchy chart and design the logic for a program needed by the
manager of the Stengel County softball team, who wants to compute slugging
percentages for his players. A slugging percentage is the total bases earned with
base hits divided by the player’s number of at-bats. Design a program that
prompts the user for a player jersey number, the number of bases earned, and
the number of at-bats, and then displays all the data, including the calculated
slugging average. The program accepts players continuously until 0 is entered
for the jersey number. Use appropriate modules, including one that displays
End of job after the sentinel is entered for the jersey number.

b. Modify the slugging percentage program to also calculate a player’s on-base
percentage. An on-base percentage is calculated by adding a player’s hits and
walks, and then dividing by the sum of at-bats, walks, and sacrifice flies.
Prompt the user for all the additional data needed, and display all the data for
each player.

c.  Modify the softball program so that it also computes a gross production average
(GPA) for each player. A GPA is calculated by multiplying a player’s on-base
percentage by 1.8, then adding the player’s slugging percentage, and then
dividing by four.
Find the Bugs

10.  Your downloadable files for Chapter 2 include DEBUG02-01.txt, DEBUG02-02.
txt, and DEBUG02-03.txt. Each file starts with some comments that describe
the problem. Comments are lines that begin with two slashes (//). Following the
comments, each file contains pseudocode that has one or more bugs you must
find and correct.

Game Zone
11.  For games to hold your interest, they almost always include some random,
unpredictable behavior. For example, a game in which you shoot asteroids loses
some of its fun if the asteroids follow the same, predictable path each time you play.
Therefore, generating random values is a key component in creating most inter-
esting computer games. Many programming languages come with a built-in
module you can use to generate random numbers. The syntax varies in each
language, but it is usually something like the following:

myRandomNumber  =  random(10)

In this statement, myRandomNumber is a numeric variable you have declared and the
expression random(10) means “call a method that generates and returns a random
numberbetween1and10.”By convention, in a flowchart, you would place a statement
like this in a processing symbol with two vertical stripes at the edges, as shown below.
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Create a flowchart or pseudocode that shows the logic for a program that generates
a random number, then asks the user to think of a number between 1 and 10.
Then display the randomly generated number so the user can see whether his or her
guess was accurate. (In future chapters, you will improve this game so that the user
can enter a guess and the program can determine whether the user was correct.)

Up for Discussion

12.  ManyprogrammingstyleguidesarepublishedontheWeb.Theseguidessuggestgood
identifiers, explain standard indentation rules, and identify style issues in specific
programming languages. Find style guides for at least two languages (for
example, C++, Java, Visual Basic, or C#) and list any differences you notice.

13.  What advantages are there to requiring variables to have a data type?

14.  As this chapter mentions, some programming languages require that named constants
are assigned a value when they are declared; other languages allow a constant’s value
to be assigned later in a program. Which requirement do you think is better? Why?

15.  Would you prefer to write a large program by yourself, or to work on a team in
which each programmer produces one or more modules? Why?

16.  Extreme programming is a system for rapidly developing software. One of its tenets
is that all production code is written by two programmers sitting at one machine.
Is this a good idea? Does working this way as a programmer appeal to you? Why or
why not?	


